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A New Decade with a New President
A Season of Growth

Throughout each experience in our lives, we encounter change. Change is good, we are told, even when it sets us back. We have all seen the amazing advancements in medical technology just within the limited amount of time we spend here at MCV. This is change, and it is good. We are the witnesses of and the life of what occurs or doesn't occur here.

With the changing of seasons, we see growth, development, and death. This yearbook is dedicated to the efforts of each student and faculty to experience, explore, and live their individual growth. It is my hope that it accurately represents your life here.
As a new semester brings the end to our summer fun, some of us find studying a motivational dilemma. Not much longer, and you’ll have dances, parties, games, tests, exams, and aahhhhhhh graduation. There are many things to come. So, c’mon in, the water’s warm, and enjoy reminiscing your 1990-1991 school year at MCV.

Various health professionals enjoy lunch time in the Sanger Hall courtyard.
Three Air Force officers (Mark Murphy, Melva Cook, and Bruce Brown) in Health Administration program.

Dental hygiene class of 1991 (Liz Green, Donna Smith, Angie Dickerson, Long Hoang, Martha Sodergren, Jennifer Singson, Melinda Morris, Libby Moore, Stephanie Miller, and William Rosser)

Occupational therapy Grad II's enjoy their class party.
Friendship Spans All Seasons

True Friend

A true friend is the kind of friend that makes life more worthwhile, One who brightens the day for us with just a word or smile, Someone with whom we can discuss the special things we’ve planned or just keep silent knowing our friend will understand. A true friend is always glad for us when misfortune turns the tide, A true friend is always there. To lend a hand, to ease the hurt, to council or defend, How good life is in giving us the gift of a true friend! (submitted by O.T. 1991 student)
We showed our commitment to the community by sponsoring a benefit for the homeless in Richmond at Tredegar Ironworks.

Following the benefit, SGA President, Carol Radmore, presented the Daily Planet with a check representing the money raised at the benefit.

NEW POTATO CABOOSE
Tredegar Ironworks
November 30, 1990
9 P.M. -- 1 P.M.
ADMIT ONE
I.D. Required
We’re a very social group

Bands were furnished by our social chairman, Kelly Osborn, for many of our SGA parties. Here, we’re celebrating BS & M style.

According to Funk and Wagnalls, dance is “to move the body and feet rhythmically, especially to music. To move or skip excitedly; quiver, as from excitement or emotion. To bob up and down; move about lightly and quickly”. Here, MCV students demonstrate this age old tradition.
Partying comes easy after a long week of classes!

This pharmacy 1992 student gives his friend a ride!

Tom Thompson (MI) and Betsy Babcock (M II) fraternize during a party.
Graduate students of the department of physiology take advantage of good weather with a class picnic.
Pharmacy 1992 students attend one of the fabulous Larrick Center parties, and try to make a buck to boot!

Jack Callahan (M II) had toooooo much excitement for one day.
SoA officers Tim, Carol, Dawn, and Kelly at Founder's Day Gala.
In addition to awards ceremonies, we enjoyed a birthday celebration during Founder's Day 1990.
Jim Muncy (Dentistry 1991) and Beatrice Diaz (Dentistry 1992) prepare for a sword fight.

Jealous, anyone ??????
Michele Eble (Nursing 1991) and Sheri Pratt (Nursing 1991) steal a friend’s camera to capture their Halloween look.

Dawn Young (Nursing 1991) squeezes the Halloween helper.

Shake ‘em baby, shake ‘em!
Celebrity turnout at MCV Halloween parties?!!

Do they have it backwards, or is it just me? (Senior nursing students Michelle Eble and Deb Kirkland)

What party would be complete without Caesar?

Stop crying, there's more beer in the keg! (Senior nursing student Tammy Conn)
What's the reason for this season? For most of us, it means a month of vacation... from school, at least. Now that's reason enough to celebrate... and we did!

Dentistry 1991 students (John Williams, Jim Lupi, Jose Matos, and Craig Levine) celebrate Christmas.

Joseph Mullaney (Medicine 1992) gets into the spirit of Christmas by decorating himself.

Wolf Trummer and Jim Lupi (Dentistry 1991) hit the slopes.
Occupational therapy students engage in festivities.

Celebrate medicine 1992 style
Looks like Popeye ate his spinach before the Christmas parade.

Celebrating Christmas

RICHMOND JAYCEES
CHRISTMAS PARADE

Jaycees Christmas parade.
Paul Simon, Chevy Chase, and Steve Martin celebrate Christmas with Richmonders.
Types of Studying

Medicine class 1993 takes an exam.

Medicine 1991 students strive to use recreational activities in studying.

Medicine 1991 students picnic after a hard day of golfing.
Senior nursing students Corey Davis, Lynn Walton, Valerie Breeding, and Karen Wingo do some late night studying.

Medicine 1992 students prefer formal studying.
Pharmacy 1992 students take a break for some intramural flag football.
MCV 1990 Karate Club members.
Conventions provide free time to discover the city. Karen Wingo, Lynn Walton, Julie Fitch, Valerie Breeding, Corey Davis, and Stephanie Carter (all Nursing 1991) tour the sites of Phoenix, Arizona.

A physical therapy student relaxes in the comfort of the dorm.
Whitney Brown and Betsy Babcock (Medicine II) hang out in the sixth floor Sanger study room.

Jeff Braver reads the sports while John McGurl contemplates the meaning of life (Medicine II).

Jill Cohen (Medicine II) and her date at the MCV 1990 Medicine-Nursing Holiday formal.
Take a closer look. MCV is a historic and integral part of Richmond.
photo of THE BIG CITY by Bill Hark

Tracie Lanter and Orlando Acosta (Medicine III) display the Virginia is for Lovers theme well.
Kay Enos (Occupational Therapy 1991) putting together an assessment tool.

Mary Magnier and Kim Ruble (Occupational Therapy 1991) practice transferring to the toilet as a C-5 C-6 quadriplegic.

Occupational Therapy students demonstrate proper body mechanics when lending a helping hand.
Behind

Robina (Nursing 1991) helps out at the Bainbridge Community fair, hosted by senior nursing students.

Shawn McLane (M II) performs his first rectal exam while Patricia Gillespie and Jeff Reihl (M II) observe.

Corey Davis and Stephanie Carter (Nursing 1991) with smiles as big as their hearts.
Some of our favorite faces at MCV. These guys are silent pioneers of our everyday lives in making so much happen!
Bill Mikalko, Alison Niederer, Todd Davis, and Ellen Satterwhite at the 1990 Medicine-Nursing Holiday formal.
Basic Health Sciences

Edwin Gilliam
Yihong Han
Chris Kepley
Dentistry

Dr. Lindsay Hunt, Dean of the School of Dentistry
Dentistry 1991

Kathleen Adams
Mona Badauii
Theofaniy Batistas

John Boyles
Wanda Brown
Steve S. Dorsch

Eda Elbirlik
Farah Farhoumand
Gary Foster
Dentistry 1991

Arnold Friedman
Said M. Halefa
Dariusz Kot

Debra G. Lambert
Penny Lynn Lampros
Lan Pham Thy Le

James Muncy
William Munn
Chau Nguyen
Doug Ogden
Bruce Overton
Aquitin S. Perez

Kris Popli
Renita Randolph
Erik Roper

David Schonbrun
Alisa Smith
Lisa Tatum
Dentistry 1992

Rodney Alejandro
Robert Buch
Sasha Ciril

Beatrice P. Diaz
J. Scott Duff III
Bophary Ea

Mitra Hooshangi
Denise Trang Nguyen
Trinh Thuy Nguyen
Dentistry 1992

Martine C. Rose

Sebastiana Gagliano Springmann
Dentistry 1993

Mark L. Brooks
Rebecca A. D'Andrea
Richard Domozych

Bassem El-Hage
G. Glen Gentry
David Goldschneider

Lance Grenevicki
William D. Hearne
Michael Huband
Dentistry 1993

John S. Hsu
Pamela Hunter
Sameh Kassem

Greg Larsen
Melissa Lehew
Tom McKee

Scott McQuiston
Elizabeth W. Mei
L. Sean Mullins
Naseer A. Nauum
Jaesuk Oh
Susie Parker

Michael Reale
Lupi Roca
Gary Schuyler

Chad M. VanScyoc
Jim Shealy
Kevin Short
Dentistry 1993

Christopher B. Smiley
Michael A. Stansfield
Boris J. Steinbach

Faith Walker Trent
Mark J. Warner
Gary L. Watkins

Thorpe C. Whitehead
J. C. Wolfe
Jae Yoon
Stephen M. Zebarth
Dentistry 1994

Hamid R. Afshari
Alan Bills
Nancy Bollinger

Derrick Broadway
Rodney D. Brown
Jodi L. Budge

Virginia Chin
Timothy E. Collins
Damon DeArment
Dentistry 1994

William J. Descovich
Debra R. Duling
John A. Ellis, Jr.
Raymond A. Epstein
John R. Eycleshimer
Jerry Foretich

J. Todd Fowler
Estelle Friedman
Rod Gardner
Dentistry 1994

Christopher Getchell
Kevin Greenway
Jane L. Grosser

Bill Hatcher
Christopher Huff
Linda King

Chris Koford
Tamara D. Langebeck
W. Townes Lea, III
Dentistry 1994

Charles Nelson
Valerie D. Ngo
D. Q. Nguyen

Christine Ochsenfeld
Anna V. Paszul
Raj Patel

Dennis Perkins
Prashant Reddy
Gary A. Roach
Dentistry 1994

David L. Robbins
Stephanie Santos
Albert Sasala

Rebecca R. Scango
Heidi Sherman
Michael K. Smith

David Snow
Eddie R. Stallings, Jr.
Tore D. Steinberg
Dentistry 1994

David Swett
Karen Verga
Chi K. Vu

Ann Warfield
Robert Weber
Barton D. Weis

Boyd Welton
Amy M. Williams
Nancy Y. Yang
Dentistry 1994

Heather Yoon
Jennifer Clayton 1992
Aimmie Lagundino 1992
Martha Sodergren 1991
Theo Batistas (Dentistry 1991) extracting teeth in Trelawny, Jamaica

Working in Jamaica . . . Sunning in Nassau

Craig Levine and Mike Marcau (Dentistry 1991) model the latest in Caribbean beachwear.
Craig and Mike (Dentistry 1991) must use a lot of tanning oil!

David Schonbrun (Dentistry 1991) inspects white caps in St. Augustine.

(bottom, left to right) Dr. Noel Root, Brind, Gary Foster, and Theo Batistas with clinic staff in Jamaica.
Dental Hygiene 1991 — 1992 class picnic.

Patti Tillotson, Liz Green, Stephanie Miller, Libby Moore, and Lance Greenevicki (Dentistry, 1993)

Just having fun. Martha Sodergren, Libby Moore, and Melinda Morris
Hey North, didn't your mom ever tell you not to play with fire?

Dental students April Ton, Kanakavalli Subramanian, and Lan Le in a familiar setting, lab.
Trying to get out of local anesthesia lab by convincing Ms. Neel that they're pregnant. Libby Moore and Melinda Morris

William Rosser trusts Long Hoang to practice in his mouth.

It doesn't hurt, yet! Jennifer Sinoson and Martha Sodegren.
Allied Health

Dr. Thomas Barker
Dean of the School of Allied Health Professions
Health Administration 1991

Carlos Ortiz Brown
Quinn Reynolds
Row 1 Kelly Osborn, Laura Dula, Curtis Skolnick, Lee Ann Madre, Helen Cornell, Ron Galonsky, Jim Myers
Row 2 Tom Fagan, Donna Fraser, Richard Robertson, Kristine Koch, David Fuqua, Robert Bethke
Row 3 Kris Bond-Morra, Kit Manchester, David Selig, Kenton Mackey, Paul Miller, Ed Lovern
Row 4 Adrienne Stanley, Steve Blacke, Cliff Anckaitis, Scott Hill, Greg Jones
Health Administration 1993

Beth Abel
Bruce R. Brown
Melva Cook

Paige Crider
Sherman A. Cross
Deana Gendron

Gayle E. Hauser
John W. Hightower
Clarence Ho
Health Administration 1993

Michael Humphrey
Susanne L. Larkins
Christie Markham

Suzanne Moritz
Mark Murphy
Pamela Muse

Jay Outland
Katherine G. Porter
Annette Poissot Powell
Randolph Minor Annex, home of Health Administration classes.

Health Care Management students begging for mercy while turning in projects.

Health Care Management students pig out at a pizza party.
Several Health Administration Air Force Medical Service Corps Officers celebrating Christmas in Richmond (instead of Saudi Arabia). Melva Cook, Lora Lee, Mark Murphy, Jim Myers, Kit Manchester, and Rich Banich (MHA 1993).
Health Care Management

Genine M. Carrier — 1992
Amanda G. Edwards — 1992
Nida V. Mickus — 1992

Chefitha L. Williams — 1991
Health Information Management

Robyn L. Barnes — 1991
Arnice Burwell — 1991
Beth Crafton — 1991

Melissa LaDuct — 1991
Medical Technology 1992

Victoria Cortez
Smita Parekh
Deborah Taylor

Rose Ann Weidner
Mia Flor M. Wimberley
Susan Wolfe

Abye Wondimu
Dr. Stephen Ayres
Dean of the School of Medicine
Medicine 1991

Kimberly Carole Anderson
Scott Thomas Armistead
Paris Auerbach Brinkley

Thomas Chin
Daniel Cho
Paula K. Conrin

Melanie A. DeHart
Teresa Duarte
Robert Fidler
Mary Kay Grady
Carolyn Greeley
Elizabeth G. Hancock

Sidney A. Jones
Jeff Kauffman
Ronald D. Kratz

Nancy T. Lane
Patricia Lanter
Jeff Livingston
Medicine 1991

Tamara S. Loving
Ian MacAgy
Paul Roller

Elizabeth Ellenor Hylton Sinz
Ben Skinker
Sanjay Sood

Melencio C. Ventura
Paul D. Ware
Pamela Witherspoon
Marc Backal
Carol Naranjo
Sterling Ransone, Jr.

Karen Reeks
Jennifer Shu
Thomas Turk

Mary Winnett
G. Scott Borrelli
Elizabeth K. Broderick
Mary G. Bryant

Victoria Cornette
Stephen Crump
Joy C. Draper

Charles S. Drummond, III
Maria Eller
William T. Hark
Medicine 1993

Peter S. Heyman
John M. King
HoSong Alex Lee

William M. Mihalko
Sree Pillai
Rob Rosenbaum

Erin M. Simon
Steve Stovitz
Verneeta L. Williams
Paul S. W. Yim
Kareem Zaki
Ramin Alimard
Mark Attlesey
Britton K. Bishop

Timothy K. Bowers
Heechin Chae
Libby Y. Chang

Anthony Chillura
Celeste Coles
Peter J. Coutlakis
Medicine 1994

Ron Landry
Clifton C. Lee
Jim Lowry

Ritu Mago
John James Magri, IV
Sanford Kent Marcuson

Timothy Marqueen
Jeff Moulds
Robin J. Parker
Shyama Pillar
Eric Pinnar
Harb Rank

Steven G. Reece
Katrina DeSantos
Robert Nelson Satterfield

John Sharretts
Deborah A. Shipman
Howard L. Sobel
Medicine 1994

Cynthia Su
Mary-Michael Taylor
Dan Vick

Cliff Walton
John Williams
Neill Williams

Raymond Yeh
Tad Yoneyama
James D. Young
Dr. Townsend and his friend at the fall family practice picnic.

Medicine II's enjoy their fall family practice association picnic.

Beth Broderick and Amy Rinker with their boyfriends at the picnic.

Family Practice Picnic
Kevin Campbell (Medicine II) practices Intro to Clinical Medicine on David Callahan (Medicine II).

John McGurl (Medicine II) studying for part I of the National Boards.

Lisa Price (Medicine II) practicing a rectal exam for Dr. Warren W. Kountz, Jr.
Medicine '92's partying with their lab dogs?

Ingria Schneides (Medicine II) being held by her little buddy, Ed Szuszcwewicz (Medicine I).
Laura Cecich and Pete Heyman (Medicine II) at a medical party.

Ken Lin (Medicine II) jams instead of studying.

Lunch in the Sanger Hall courtyard. Margaret Van Houten, Klett Carrie, and Erin Simon (Medicine II).
Jeff Reihl (Medicine II) goes for the lay up.

Charles Drummond and Tim Conner (Medicine II) relax after a test.

Medicine 1992 students unwind with music.
Medicine '91's make time for outdoor fun.

Just b'ing with friends.

Medicine '92's beaching it.
Fitz (Medicine III), Elise Hughes (Medicine III), and Steven Stovitz (Medicine II) celebrate the end of their I and II sections.

On your mark; get set ... eat!
Amy Bruner, Bryant Santos, Linda Olsen, and Katy Ottaway (Medicine II) jazz up the 1990 Medicine-Nursing Holiday formal.

Don't worry, this Medicine I isn't driving home!
Dr. Joanne Henry
Dean of the School of Nursing
Nursing 1991

Kathy Aardema
Angela Bayer
Michele Beale

Kathryn Beaton
Valerie L. Breeding
Stephanie Carter

Lesley Case
Nancy S. Chitwood
Carole Cress
Nursing 1991

Tamara D. Conn
Kate Culver
Thomas Corey Davis

Michelle Eble
Julie Fitch
Tonya Franklin

Angela George
Kathryn M. Glenn
Ann Haslam
Nursing 1991

Elizabeth B. Hatcher
Diane Hawthorne
Claudette Hunter-White

Michelle L. Johnston
Donna S. King
Deb Kirkland

Patsy Ledbetter
Charlotte L. Litzenberg
Tammy Magnuson
Nursing 1991

Sherri R. White
Karen Wingo
Dawn Young

Judith Ann Youngblood
Nursing 1992

Mary P. Gee
Kimberly Anne Green
Teresa Harris

Suzanne Heberle
Demeatrice Henderson
Eric B. Hendricks

Diane Hodge
Christine M. Hudson
Cecily Huff
Tracy M. Hughes
Jenise M. Ianaro
Tammy Jibben

Betsy Lancaster
Bettina Longest
Jennifer T. M. Longest

Amy Loving
Kimberly A. Maddox
Wendy McCartney
Nursing 1992

Jana M. Suyes
Karen Sween
Kendal Taylor

Laura P. Tignor
Lynn Tulio
Martha G. Turner

Robin Waggoner
Ann Whitney
Sandra Williams
Nursing Graduate Studies

Karen Jones
Nurses have fun wherever they go!

Marty Wilson-Grimshaw and Claudette (Nursing 1991) show us how to have healthy hands at their Bainbridge community health nursing fair.

Just clowning around!

Kathy Aardema, Corey Davis, and Stephanie Carter (Nursing 1991) live it up with new friends in Phoenix, Arizona at the NSNA convention.
Junior nursing students find time to visit a Larrick party.

Senior Kevin Young (Nursing 1991) uses his nursing skills to care for newborns during his rotation through Pediatrics.

Valerie Breeding and Charlotte Litzenbert trying to get a caffeine boost during a break between classes.
Karen Wingo and Charlotte Litzenbert getting ready to set sail at the Phoenix convention.

Aleisha Thompson and Echo Rawlings goofing off in the dorm.

Robin Wagner gives Phoenix a fond farewell!

Do you remember your rotation on Labor and Delivery in Health Promotion for Women and Children as a junior?
Kathy Aardema and Stephanie Carter give each other a big hug.

Oooohhh, Aleisha, love that do!

Nursing 1991 students explore Phoenix.

**Convention '90**
Phoenix, Arizona

MCV candidates prepare to answer to roll call at convention.
Nursing 1991 students go Christmas caroling at the James Center.

A favorite instructor, Dr. Hutton.
We figured nothing else in our mouths could hurt us!

Senior Corey Davis goes out on a limb to taste the thorn of a rose.

Senior Tammy Conn tries the fresh breath look in a bitter sweet smile!

Seniors Kathy Aardema and Stephanie Carter take time to taste the flowers!
Fond memories of room 317

Charlotte Litzenberg paints the faces of volunteers at the Bainbridge Community Health Fair.

Valerie Breeding and Elizabeth Hatcher laughing, as usual.

Deb Kirkland, Michelle Johnston, and Shannon Mayo look pretty happy, it must be Friday!
Sheltering Arms was one of the many centers we caroled in spreading holiday cheer.

Giving to others . . .

and getting so much in return!

Lori Seal paints a smile on a youngster at the Bainbridge Community Health Fair.

Aleisha Thompson and Echo Rawlings at one of the many conventions held by Virginia nursing organizations.
Monica Amin
Kristin Auldridge
Barbara Bain
Rachel K. Brubaker
Susan Coleman
Beth Jacobson
Beverly A. Peebles
Virginia E. Simmer
Robin J. Windsor
Occupational Therapy students putting on the ritz at a formal.

Occupational Therapy seniors Steph Caldwell, Deborah Shafer, Suzanne Graham, and Mary Magnier listen to BS & M at Larrick.

Kay Enos and Debbie Mayer (Occupational Therapy 1991) give ice skating a try.
How do you do that?!? If anyone could answer, it's Occupational Therapy

Occupational Therapy students at the Children's Hospital.

Lisa Nuckols, Kathy Beatty, Cathy Costenbader, and Kird Fry (Occupational Therapy 1991) are hard at work.
Stephanie Caldwell (Occupational Therapy 1991) assists her “stroke” patient Jennifer Rauschenberg in wheelchair mobility.

Occupational Therapy 1991 students perfecting the art of making hand splints.

Occupational Therapy 1991 students practicing methods of transferring.

Barbara Bain uses the shoulder to hip method to transfer senior Occupational Therapy student Mary Magnier.
Diane Grimes supervises Jenn Rauschenberg in transferring to the toilet.

(above) Connie King and Kenneth Gant (Occupational Therapy) dressing independently as right hemiplegics
(below) Occupational Therapy seniors doing progressive relaxation techniques
The Occupational Therapy class of 1991 students struggle as the "ground" team to keep their peers safe and secure on the 32-foot high-wire course at the Psychiatric Institute of Richmond. Kenneth Gant towers above his classmates on the "ESCAPE TO REALITY" course at the Psychiatric Institute of Richmond. The Occupational Therapy class went there to experience this course designed to build group trust, increase interactions with others, and increase self esteem. Each student experienced climbing up to the 32-foot high lines, walking across, and then falling off. This requires trust from the ground team who is controlling and supporting them with numerous cables and ropes.

Diane Grimes and Rachel Brubaker (Occupational Therapy 1991) exploring adaptive equipment.

Rose Green (Occupational Therapy 1991) doesn't look very stressed over her weaving project.
Occupational Therapy students teach us how to enjoy life!

Vice-president and President of S. O. T. A. (Carrie Waugh and Connie King).

Occupational therapy Grad II class party.
Rachel Brubaker, Jenn Rauschenberg, and Stephanie Caldwell (O.T.'91) at Friday Cheers in Festival Park.

Occupational Therapy 1991 senior class officers: Barbara Bain, Treasurer; Jennifer Rauschenberg, Secretary; Stephanie Caldwell, President; and Stephanie Sneed, Vice-President.

Occupational Therapy students celebrate the end of a LONG WEEK!!!
Pharmacy

Dr. John Ruggiero, Dean of the School of Pharmacy
Pharmacy 1991

Marijke Adams
Jim Agee
Cathy A. Allen

Portia Barnhart
Lynn Bass
Cynthia Bene

Teresa Blankenship
Rebecca T. Blood
Jane Parker Cindrick
Urmis Desai
Caroline E. Duvall
Steve Eggleston

Lawrence Eng
Patricia A. Flores
Robert Gibson

Mary L. Glenn
Lisa W. Gunter
Vickie J. Jones
Pharmacy 1991

Elizabeth Karmosky
Clara Kilgore
Jeanie Kim

Mi Jung Kim
Juen B. Le
Lisa H. Mahood

Minh N. Ngo
Andrew Pahzalah
Tanya Phillips
Pharmacy 1991

Caroll A. Radmore
Hosai Safi
Scarlet Sword

Zoe B. Taylor
Emilie Miller Tomlin
Vashee

Melissa Warburton
Debra Whale
Bryant S. Williams
Pharmacy 1992

Barry F. Jones
Betty Jo W. Keister
Matt Luckman

Minna Moezie
Karen E. Moore
Gianina I. Murphy

Mae Ochoa
Penny Paschal
Elizabeth Pence
Pharmacy 1992

Robert Pratt
Jill Ratcliff
Tim Robertson

Kerri Ross
Stacey Sarver
Amy Scearce

John J. Seckora, Jr.
Evan Sisson
Kelly Stimpson
Pharmacy 1992

Paul Towler
Sandra L. Vaught
Andrew J. Webster

Jason Wells
Pharmacy 1993

Elizabeth C. Clarke
Paul E. Clay
Rhonda K. Clevinger

Mary E. Cole
Cathy Jo Compton
Jennifer Davis

Judy Davis
Erika Delph
J. Ellen Derflinger
Pharmacy 1993

Mike Doyle
John Felts
Jennifer Paige Fletcher

Allen D. Freeman, II
Allison E. Gillespie
Felicia Goodwyn

Valerie M. Grigg
Christy Grizzard
Ashby Hall
Pharmacy 1993

Leslie Mohler
John E. Moore
Christine Norris

Charles Obeng-Mensah
Martin J. Ohlinger
Florence B. Olivar

Tina M. Paige
Jennifer Parks
M. Carol Parrott
Pharmacy 1993

Navnit Patel
Lisa Perdue
Angelique Phipps

Sheila Poff
Dawn Marie Progar
Steve Craig Ratcliffe

Judy Leann Rector
Carol Lynn Redford
Pam Riddleberger
Pharmacy 1993

Mary S. Roddy
Annette Savini
Tom Shea

Curtis C. Shinaberry
Alice Shupe
Shantelle L. Slade

Shonda A. Smith
Michael Soiland
Elizabeth M. Thompson
Pharmacy 1993

Miranda Turner
Cheryl Lee Ward
Amy L. Wells

Sandra Wilhelm
Kris Wine
Dorothy Ann Winters

Stephanie Witmer
Jennifer C. Wooding
Elizabeth Zaidel
Pharmacy Graduate Studies

Denise Lowe
Sadayappan V. Rahavendran
Patricia W. Slattum
No, Pharmacy students are not all BUSINESS

Two Pharmacy '92 students attend a social “house”?
After a long night of “social Studies”...

Strong arms at a pharmacy picnic.

VASP reviewing.
there's not much to say!

A Pharmacy '92 student relaxes with a beverage.

Pharmacy students practice careful footing in the New River.

Competing in a patient counseling contest.
Pharmacy students master the art of ...
Two Pharmacy students just clowning around in their dorm.

Pharmacy students gambling at the VASP open house.


Buddy brushing?!!
A watch sale at the VASP convention.
Pharmacy '92 students gather for a Larrick center party.

Pharmacy '91's kick back.
Pharmacy '92 in a little game of tug-of-war.
Physical Therapy 1993

Catherine Callung
Jennifer Collins
Pam Couvillion

Terry Fields
Kathlyn Ann Hill
K. Robin Lowe

Tammy Ratliff
Nicole T. Russell
Pamela M. Smith
Radiologic Technology

Michael Scott Banton
Steven Bryan
Neil Campbell

Linda M. Clague
Jennifer M. Duffy
Lynn M. Fogl

Stephen Jerome Gavin
Ben George
Valerie Heskett
Radiologic Technology

Robert Kondakor
April M. Mays
Suzanne Pirint

Douglas E. Reed
Kellene Shanley
Lisa Y. Shaw

Janice L. Stockton
How much radiation can you stand?

Student of radiology

Radiology students learning to read X-rays.

Ready for a semi-formal, and looking good.
Dr. Floyd and a gentleman in the School of Radiology.

Radiology students work hard at clinical.

Depart Chairman Joanne Greathouse lending a helping hand.

Radiological technicians Hoyt Whitmore and John Richard son help a student with her work.
Pharm
M — '92's
LIVE IT UP!
Who are those masked women?

SNAV convention, 1990
An occupational therapy student demonstrates the correct way to transfer a patient.

"I've got it!"

Rana, Denise, Sherri, Terri (Nursing 1991)
the town
Recreational
Courtyard
Session
Assistant Editor, Tammy Conn (Nursing 1991), Editor-In-Chief, Dawn M. Young (Nursing 1991), and Assistant Editor, Kate Culver (Nursing 1991).
Thanks to the following:

Mom and dad for raising me under your roof and teaching me that I could do anything.

Scott for being the best big brother with strong arms to hug.

Tammy Conn for not only helping in the design, layout, skitwork, and headaches of the yearbook, but remaining my best friend and roommate throughout the whole experience.

Kate Culver for being creative and when we were about to lose our minds, your calm gentle ways brought back stability.

Lisa Dean for all the late night trips to my place for to help with layouts, photo’s, and advice.

Mr. Miller for supporting me throughout the X-Ray experience, even when you had no idea what I was doing.

Linda Bohannon for giving me rooms in Sanger for photos.

Jean Lynn for taking all these pictures and being available at my convenience.

photographers for providing your class and school with the meat of the book that will represent the years you are here.

MCV students for giving me the opportunity to represent the years 1990-1991 by editing the X-Ray.

You all are terrific!